Access to WLAN for Guests

Required: Your own mobile phone to receive SMS and a voucher code provided to you by an employee of the University of Bern from https://docs.id.unibe.ch/vouchers

Connect your wireless device (laptop, tablet, smart phone) to “public-unibe”

- Start a web browser (IE, Safari, Chrome, Firefox...). As soon as you try to open a webpage outside our university, the browser will show the log in website of the University of Bern

- Choose “Request a temporary access code by SMS”

- Type in your mobile phone number and the Voucher Code and accept “Directive of the University of Bern”

- Press “Request access code” and you will receive your personal access code in a text message (SMS)

- Type the access code in the box of the appearing webpage and “Submit registration”.

- Your browser is now open to access the www. This code is valid for 7 days.